Hunting, Fishing Bill

Senators Won't OK Fee Changes

The state SenateODY voted Wednesday to pass a Senate bill that would increase hunting and fishing fees. The bill was passed by the Senate on a 28-11 vote. The bill must now be signed by the governor before it can become law.

2 Airlines May Merge

WASHINGTON — Pan American World Airways and Braniff International Airways are preparing to merge their operations. The merger would create the world's largest airline and would result in significant cost savings and efficiencies.

Dillard's Brown-Dunkin Deal Oct. 1

New Store Gained By Shepherd Mall

By VIRGIN WILDE

Dillard's, a leading department store chain, announced today that it has entered into an agreement to purchase the Brown-Dunkin stores in the Oklahoma City area. The deal is expected to be completed within the next few months.

On The dotted Line

Oklahoma City got a major new department store chain when Brown-Dunkin, the well-known discount department store in Shepherd Mall, announced its decision to open a new location at the intersection of Dillard's and Westview avenues.

Local Units Recapture Lost Power

By J. E. BRUCKNER

CHICAGO — The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers in the Northern Illinois area has won a major victory in its efforts to recapture the lost power in the region. The union has won a injunction and a settlement of $1 million in damages.

Open-Heart Operation

Wilma's 'Fine' After Surgery

Wilma Long, a prominent Oklahoma woman, underwent open-heart surgery at a local hospital on May 1st. The operation, which lasted for several hours, was successful and Wilma is expected to make a full recovery.

Teamsters' Revolt Kills Hoffa Reign

The Teamsters' Revolt has ended the reign of Jimmy Hoffa, the former head of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters. Hoffa was overthrown in a secret meeting of the union's executive board.

Sets Record For War

Former Grid Star Bags Second MIG

MIGs are recorded as shot down by American pilots during the Vietnam War. However, the exact number is unknown.

Rape Sentence Called Fair

Shapard's Jury Backed

By JOE CARTER

John W. Sharpe, the defendant, was found guilty of raping a woman in Oklahoma City. The jury recommended a sentence of 10 years in prison.

The state Senate on Wednesday passed a bill that would increase hunting and fishing fees in the state. The bill was sponsored by Senator John Smith and was passed by a 28-11 vote. The bill must now be signed by the governor before it can become law.

The bill provides for the increase to take effect on July 1, 1980. The fees will be increased by 20 percent for hunting and 10 percent for fishing. The bill was signed into law by Governor John Doe on Friday, May 3rd.

The increase in fees is expected to raise about $500,000 for the state's wildlife and game conservation efforts. The funds will be used to support programs such as habitat improvement, research, and education.

The increase in fees is expected to have a significant impact on the state's hunting and fishing industry. The increase will help ensure that the state's wildlife and fish populations remain healthy and sustainable for future generations.

The increase in fees is expected to be supported by all hunters and anglers. The Oklahoma Department of Wildlife and Fisheries is committed to providing quality programs and services to benefit the state's wildlife and fish populations.

The bill is expected to be signed into law by the governor on Friday, May 3rd.
Anti-Kamm Move Hit By Official

MONDAY NIGHT
The striking program of
300 workers at the Kamm
Plant in Tulsa, Okla., has
been put on hold for the time
being with the resignation of
John P. Kamm, the fortune
of the company, said
William Kamm, son of the
founder.

State Welcomes Federal Officials

From Memphian, December
21, 1972
New Store

Shapard Senator

Drive the cost of living down,
without giving up all this.

Sears 20-in Rotary Mowers

Ragged, All-Weather Cast Aluminum Grill
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Based On Thin Air, Senators Told
Lessees Blast Appraisals

Commercial leasing companies were critical of the procedure for selecting appraisers who set the value of property under lease. At a Senate committee hearing, the lessees said the process was biased, and that the appraisers were too familiar with the lessees. One lessee called the process "a charade," and another said it was "a sham."

Bill Prohibits 'Moonlighting'

Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt has signed into law a bill that prohibits medical doctors from acting as nurses in a hospital. The law is designed to prevent "moonlighting," where medical doctors work in a hospital while being paid as a nurse. The new law will go into effect on January 1, 1938.

Jail Awaits Mrs. Evans

Mrs. Paul Evans, 51 years old, was arrested today in a hotly contested town hall meeting. Mrs. Evans, a local activist, was arrested for扰乱公共秩序 and disorderly conduct after she disrupted the meeting. She faces charges of bribery, theft, and obstruction of justice.

Salem Request Rolling On Trips

A request has been made to the state legislature to establish a new historical trail, extending from Salem to the coast. The proposed trail would be a major tourist attraction, and the request has the support of the local community.

New!!!
LONGER HOURS AT
CENTRAL MOTOR BANK
6TH & CLASSEN
8:00 to 6:00
8:00 to 12:00 SAT.

You'll enjoy the "extra" convenience of Central National's Motor Bank. Use of a large selection of drive-through tellers. Open your account today.

CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK
Established 1882
First National Bank
A Member of the Federal Reserve System

Worth a second look.
Fashion plus value!

Buick Bargain Days are here.
$2411.

Levines
DEPARTMENT STORES
More races are won on Firestone tires than on any other make!

**Firestone**

PRESENTS THE WORLD'S FINEST LINE OF

HIGH-PERFORMANCE TIRES FOR YOUR CAR!

"Don't accept an imitation of the original...

**Firestone SUPER SPORTS WIDE OVAL**

The tire shape of the future!

There's only one WIDE OVAL in the whole wide world!

The SAFEST tire Firestone ever built!

Firestone high-performance passenger tires are built with rugged nylon cord for maximum strength and swalty...like famous Firestone racing tires!

How much do they cost? 25% to 50% is all you pay! Drive in today!

**Firestone...YOUR HEADQUARTERS for SHOW and GO!**

**Custom Wheels**

Your choice No money down $5 Per Month

**High Performance Tires**

Firestone...Unic-Charge

Regular 30-day charge...

TRIAL 12.2 Cu. Ft. REFRIGERATOR

$188.86

NO MONEY DOWN

CAR SERVICE

ALIGN FRONT END

$9.95

Most American Cars

BALANCE FRONT WHEELS

Parts extra. If needed

NO MONEY DOWN

PHILCO CONDITIONER

Prices Start at $10.00 a Month

NO MONEY DOWN

PHILCO COLOR TV

3-DAY HOME TRIAL

$348.88

TIRE ROTATION

$1.00

ROTATE ALL 5 TIRES

NICKLAUS GOLF BALLS

Jack Nicklaus Autograph Model

3 FOR $1.33

Two 3-Packs Big Off the tee

GAS CAN

Per Gallon. Supplies only

$88.88

Two Gallons

$39.88

NO MONEY DOWN

PHILCO AIR CONDITIONER

Prices Start at $10.00 a Month

DOU ONE DOWN Monies To Pay

REPACK FRONT WHEEL BEARINGS

$1.00

Bear wheel bearing should be replaced every 10,000 miles
Sooners Down O-State
For Meet Title, 83-62

Baseball
Prep Playoffs Open Action Friday

Reed Hurls 89ers
Past Oilers, 4-1

Pirates Dump
Dodgers, 9-3

Oklahoma Prepares
For Game

Smith Gets Honor

Baseball Standings
National

Oklahoma Preps

I'm Homecoming

A Great Deal

Archer, Beard, Sikes Card 67

Baseball

Pott, Player, Caspar Sign
For OC Open

Duster Dough and Sweepstakes
You Can Win 2 Ways!
EVANS BUYS 700 ROLLS OF WOOL CARPET!

One of America's oldest carpet mills discontinued three qualities of wool carpeting. They asked us if we would like to purchase a few rolls at a discount. We took it all—and the price shows it! Over 700 rolls of carpet—all first quality—no seconds or rejects. We trucked it from South Carolina in our trucks to save even more. Now you have the opportunity to buy excellent 100% virgin wool carpet for your home at prices almost unbelievable.

3 QUALITIES
3 PRICES
28 COLORS

YES - ITS BACK TO THE GOOD OLD VIRGIN WOOL DAYS WHILE THIS SPECIAL PURCHASE LASTS!

OPEN TODAY
9 'til 9

EVANS Home Furnishings
800 S. Western
INSIDE FUN THIS WEEK

Fun Guide

Graham Film
Due May 16

MOTOROLA and LE-MAC TV Combine

'Millie' To Open Here May 24

It's Fun To See A Movie

ALL THE CHARACTERS IN THIS WILD
3,000,000 CAPER ARE CHARACTERS!
Get out of debt
In 90 minutes
Without borrowing!
How to Protect What You Have, Pay What You Can,
Stop Creditors From Pushing You Around!

Jerry's Coming
News developing that Jerry, who will star in the musical production of the U.S. Navy, will be in Oklahoma City on Saturday, May 3. The Naval Service has announced that Jerry will be in the Oklahoma City area to perform in a special show. The show will be at the Civic Center and is expected to be attended by many fans of Jerry's music. The performance will feature a variety of musical numbers and is sure to be a hit with audiences of all ages. The show is not to be missed, and tickets are available now. So don't miss out on this incredible opportunity to see Jerry live in person!
Colgate Comedy Hour To Resume

The Colgate Comedy Hour, the longest running variety show on television, has been off the air since 1958. The show is now being relaunched for a limited engagement, with the first episode scheduled to air on NBC on December 17, 1969. The show will feature vintage clips and sketches from the original series, which ran from 1948 to 1958.

Specials On TV

**Specials On TV**

- **Monday, May 9**
  - 8:00 PM: "Law and Order" on NBC
  - 8:30 PM: "The Odd Couple" on CBS
  - 9:00 PM: "The Andy Griffith Show" on CBS
  - 9:30 PM: "The Dick Van Dyke Show" on CBS

- **Tuesday, May 10**
  - 8:00 PM: "The Twilight Zone" on CBS
  - 8:30 PM: "The Mary Tyler Moore Show" on CBS
  - 9:00 PM: "The Dick Van Dyke Show" on CBS
  - 9:30 PM: "The Andy Griffith Show" on CBS

**Daytime Television Programs**

- **9:00 AM:** "The Breakfast Club" on CBS
- **10:00 AM:** "The Mike Douglas Show" on CBS
- **11:00 AM:** "The Steve Allen Show" on CBS
- **12:00 PM:** "The Dean Martin Show" on CBS
- **1:00 PM:** "The Gong Show" on CBS
- **2:00 PM:** "The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour" on CBS
- **3:00 PM:** "The Bob Newhart Show" on CBS

**Best Sellers**

- "The Best of Colgate Comedy Hour"
- "Law and Order" by John Grisham
- "The Andy Griffith Show" by Don Korwin
- "The Dick Van Dyke Show" by Don Korwin
- "The Odd Couple" by Neil Simon

**Casey" Trying For New Image

By VERNON SCOTT

Casey Kasem, the host of the popular radio show "Casey," is venturing into the television world with a new show. "Casey" will feature a combination of music and variety segments, tailored specifically for children and young adults. The show is set to debut on the NBC network in the fall season.
4-Ply Nylon Cord High-Speed Tread Design

Contour Safety Shoulders Sears ALLSTATE XSS Tires 30-Month Guarantee

1293

6.50 x 13 Treadless Blackwall Plus $1.00 Federal Excise Tax and Old Tire Whitewalls + $3 More

2 Days Only!

Full 4-Ply Nylon Cord ALLSTATE Safety Highway 18-Month Guarantee

750

Shop at Sears and Save Satisfaction Guaranteed

The Mule Animal
Men's Fashion Guild Hopes To Put Success In Dress

Menswear Stores Get Together...  

The Oklahoma Journal, Friday, May 5, 1967

MEN'S FASHION GUILD HOPE'S TO PUT SUCCESS IN DRESS

By O. M. Cole, The Oklahoma Journal

The Oklahoma Fashion Guild is gathering momentum in the downtown area and is building a powerful force of store owners and managers to promote fashion awareness.

The Guild, known as the "Fashion Headquarters," is comprised of store owners, managers, and fashion experts who are dedicated to promoting fashion awareness. The Guild is working to establish a "Fashion Week" in the downtown area, in conjunction with the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce.

The Guild is also working to develop a "Fashion Council" to advise the Oklahoma City Council on fashion-related issues. The Council will include representatives from the Oklahoma Fashion Guild, as well as other fashion-related organizations.

The Oklahoma Fashion Guild is part of a nationwide effort to promote fashion awareness and to establish a "Fashion Week" in each city. The Oklahoma Fashion Guild is working closely with the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce to promote this effort.

The Oklahoma Fashion Guild is also working to establish a "Fashion Council" to advise the Oklahoma City Council on fashion-related issues. The Council will include representatives from the Oklahoma Fashion Guild, as well as other fashion-related organizations.

The Oklahoma Fashion Guild is part of a nationwide effort to promote fashion awareness and to establish a "Fashion Week" in each city. The Oklahoma Fashion Guild is working closely with the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce to promote this effort.
Inside Story Important in Rainwear

It's this inside story on just how important it is to wear a raincoat. If you'll recall, the big
problem in most weather is the rain and the wind. And the wear-
eral, it's a basic design to wear a raincoat.

Rothschilds

BIG and BOLD!
The plaid sport coat is the fashion leader.
Plaid is available in a wide variety of designs, colors and
styles, in both casual and formal settings. You're invited to find
just the right sport coat at Rothschild's, where we have a large
selection of sport coats in a wide variety of patterns and colors.

Hickey Freeman Priced $125
Han Schlaffer & Marx Priced $10
Departmental Sales $10
Coordinating shirts begin $16

Trend Fashioned Ban Lon®
A fully fashioned cotton/nylon garter is individually knitted to
your exact size and contour. This assures you perfect fit, no
seamless construction and its long lasting comfort appearance.

Man, Boys Better Dressed Than Ever

'Total Look' To Take Over In Fall

GRADUATION AND SUMMER FUN

Two-button continuous notch lapels, hocking pockets,
double-breasted, vented back and shoulder. With
two rows of seams throughout, double-woven fabric
with decorative woven bands and side belts.
2 new color combinations
$5.50

Agricultural Co-op (In Store)
330 West Commerce - Capitol Hill

CUTCHALL'S
MEN'S STORES

Downtown
Penn Station
Shepherd Hall

MR. BUCK inc.
INCOALI CUMFEBUR/C 17-15

KUPPENHEefer is in. It's a super sexy wild style. Each fall
he shows his new season's wares. A key "item" would be the "K" on the
sleeve pocket. This season it's a unique design that you're
wearing a size of woven canvas with an embroidered design in
pink.

More important, it's that name, "Kuppenheker.
It's all about the name, the name, the name. If you've
been good, you'll see the "K" on the new season's wares. If you've
been bad, you won't see the "K" on the new season's wares.
From Brown's Brass Lantern Shop

The Young Man who rates in "Knowmanship"... prefers the look of specialists in our Brass Lantern Shop.

SPORTCOATS

You've made the date for practically every night of the coming week. A few sketches you'll have to leave right from the office. Don't worry! You can depend on these Brass Lantern sportcoats to keep pace with this active social scene. Creative summer colorings in a crisp, lightweight blend of Deacon and wool that keeps its appointments neatly, right or wrong. From $29.00 to $55.00.

DRESS SHIRTS

By name New fashion in traditional styles—doubly designed, dapper, dashing. By the thousand. Assorted Shirting. Suits. $3.95. Checks & stripes. $4.95.

NECKTIES

Bright and bold all major, rich hue, and solids put new life into your wardrobe. From 3.95 to 5.95.

H.L. JACKETS

Perfect for your Oklahoma weather. Wool-wool jackets by H.L. are made to be a favorite with your clientele. Great new array of fashion-right colors. From $20 to $40. Reg. $45.00.

Forecast...

Light Tones To Spark Fall Scene

The Low-Heel, respectable and neat in all the social economies of fashion, has really caught on and is earning its sincerest appreciation of those who are tired of the heel. The Low-Heel sportcoat, with its well-fitted lines and simple styling, is the perfect way to go.

Here's the neat rave that is bringing the fancy money to heighten the sport coat. It is a self-draping, self-tying design with the low heel. The sophisticated, feminine and feminine tennis look taking over the miniskirt sport coat.

All this says one thing—that all styles are developing lines to any, all the way through your Low-Heel sport coat. So are checks and plaids and all the other patterns that have been carried through the Low-Heel sport coat.

Of course, this big new trend is only a matter of the new and renewed, each season. The new fashion is Casa's. Casa's is there in every fashion—newly designed, new in every fashion—newly designed, new in every fashion—you can rest assured that Casa's will lead in the new trends. Casa's will lead in the new trends. Casa's will lead in the new trends.

Each trend is in Casa's. Casa's is there in every fashion—newly designed, new in every fashion. Casa's can't be missed.

For all its coolness and wearability, the "Vesuvius" model is first and foremost a fashion achievement that comes to life under the inspired designs of Clipper Cloth. It will take you anywhere in style, with a touch of comfort and originality. The Vesuvius line, now a complete line of 50% Dacron Polyester and 45% Wool. There's those famous Italian tailoring in the two-button model with its deeper side vents and slanted darts that come in autumn's smartest shades. For the man of today, BROWN'S of 58th Street, 1-576-8272.

Wing-Tip Slip-ons combine the best of two favorite styles!

Slip-ons in the classic dress shoes are significantly fashionable—and create that classic comfort. Their low-cut minimalist look is so ready to dominate. Bold clean-cut fashion is expressed by blended, semi-square toes and larger patterns. In smooth black Cafetries. $35.95. Brown's Slip-On Show, 1-576-8272.
The Barefoot Beachboy's Out Of Step

Ageless Fashion
Fashion knows no age. Find this winner in this pricy yet toe-trau. The fashion平静美极了 for all ages. The new dandy beachboy silhouette is a true classic, a perfect summer outfit for any occasion. The clean, simple lines make it versatile and stylish. The beachboy look is classics. The suit is available in various colors and sizes, ensuring a perfect fit. It's perfect for both casual and formal events, making it a must-have item for any wardrobe.

Telescope Coconut
Helps young men's styling in a five-mountain look, with a pair of shoes and a pair of socks. The Telescope Coconut is a great choice for those looking to add a touch of elegance to their outfit. The classic design is timeless, and the coconut color is a unique and elegant choice. The shoes are comfortable and durable, making them perfect for daily wear. The socks are made of high-quality material, ensuring a comfortable fit and a stylish look. This combination of shoes and socks is perfect for creating a sophisticated and polished appearance. Whether you're attending a formal event or just want to add a touch of elegance to your outfit, the Telescope Coconut is the perfect choice.
The Traditionalist Chooses

OLIVE

Natural Shoulder Suit in a cool color...a cool weave. Wear this comfortable 50% Fortrel® polyester, 50% Zontron® nylon in poplin weave or twill. A traditional masterpiece from its three-button cont. hopped vent, flap pocket and notched lapel to its contoured plain front trousers. Regular, short, long.

$45

All Silk Tie. The most important accessory to complement a suit. Choose a traditional favorite in the right stripe, or any one of a number of prints, solids and paisleys.

$2.50

PERMA-FREST Dress Shirt coordinates perfectly in a light olive. 50% Durospin polyester, 50% cotton wash without wrinkles. No ironing needed when you machine wash and tumble dry. Regular, long, short sleeve.

Long sleeve $5.99 Short sleeve $4.99

The Handsome Slipper. It's comfortable look is unmatched only by its comfortable, cushioned insole. Antiprime sole, molded latex upper. Leather sole, rubber heel. B 9-11, C 9-11, D, E.

$17.99


$1.59

Shop Wednesday 9:30 'til 5:30...Thursday, Friday & Saturday 9:30 'til 9!

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Youth Market Brings Excitement To Stylist Scene

Fashionable styles for men are being driven by a youthful market looking for new clothes and new looks. This is leading to more adventurous styles and a wider variety of colors and materials. Men are experimenting with new styles, such as thick t-shirts, brightly colored sportswear, and athletic-inspired clothing.

Men's snug-fitting Lastex® swim trunks
2.99
California-styled by leading manufacturer
- 3-4th size cotton
- Shorter length

Men's Brent® cotton Lastex® swim trunks
2.99
- Gold, finely woven
- Pure cotton
- Built-in supporter

Thick 'n thirsty terry warms your coat
SHAVE COAT WRAP-AROUND
6.99 2.50
- Double knit
- Girly style
- Special Men's PJs levermore trimming
3.44
- Cool, button-down pocket
- Imported cotton
- Embroidered nose

FOR THE LIVELY LOOK IN MENS FASHIONS GO WARD'S

Sale! Men's shirts never need ironing
4.99
- New-hemmed Grand Ventile fabric
- Imported polyester blend
- Big array of bright colors

Competition-striped surf trunks for men
3.99
- Extra-nagigated twill
- Heavyweight, nylon
- Front pocket

First Visit To Stylist Harrowing

The trend toward more casual, sporty clothing is leading to a new emphasis on comfort and functionality. Men are choosing clothes that are both stylish and practical, with a focus on comfort and ease of movement.

THE SHOE

Emmer Brothers

THE SPORT COAT

A smarter way to look casual, feel cool. Don't miss the latest in profiles. Menswear: Did you wear the latest? Save on these great looks. Regular or large.

WARD'S PENN SQUARE N.W. EXPRESSWAY VI 2-7455
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Know Your Fashion Terminology For Spring '67

Matador ... proud! bold!

Now available exclusively at Parks in the LIGHT NEW FABRICS and brighter colors of spring and summer '67. Society Brand's MATADOR...proud, bold look for men of dash and daring. Cast in a heroic mold with sculptured shoulders and long, lean, tapered lines. Come slip one on and see...then be seen!

FROM $100
SOCIETY BRAND SPORTCOATS
FROM $75

DOWNTOWN
205 Park Avenue
521-7777

MIDWEST CITY
Bartlett Plaza
511-9866

OKLAHOMA'S LARGEST MEN'S CLOTHIERS

Dress slacks of Dacron® polyester-waistband keep a sharp crease. Black, olive, blue, brown, grey, pewter, whisky, 30-42.
Will Europe Score Another Fashion Beat?

By ROBERT G. CAINO

EUROPEAN FASHION au-
tomatically assumes the role of a fashion beat when it is 60 years
old. That is what one might say about the American continental de-
cision with the next beat of the clock in 1967.

The name "1967" is of course, never used in gen-
eural terms. But the results of the American continental de-
cision are seen in the same way. It is seen through the
lens of the American fashion decision of 1967.

A General Overview

In the American fashion decision of 1967, the fashions are
seen as a general overview. The "Euro" fashion is seen as a
specialized, yet related, set of fashions. The "Euro" fashions are
seen as a general overview of the American continental de-
cision of 1967.

The American Fashion Decision of 1967

The American fashion decision of 1967 is seen as a gener-
al overview of the American continental decision of 1967.
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Wives Prod Male Into Buying Suit

APPROPRIATELY, wives give men in their early 20s a good
deal of the same guidance and advice that they give their husbands.

It is usually more important to guide men in their early 20s than to
force them to buy anything they don't want. But when the wife wants
her man to do something, she can usually force him to do it.

The wife will often be more interested in the way her husband is
wearing clothes than in the clothes themselves. She will usually
want to take care of her husband's clothes and make sure that he
is presentable.
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